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Abstract
This is a matter of experience which saints have taken and explained in scriptures written by them. Combination of Karma, Gyan and Bhakti Yoga explains attaining one-pointedness of mind. In this series of restraining influence of mind Gnaneshwar Maharaj in his Gyaneshwari Geeta, commentary on Bhagwat Geeta, explains with his verses. Gnaneshwari Geeta has verses for improving mental health. Gnaneshwari Geeta educates mind and advances the inner processor of aspirant to uplift from ill thoughts to universal appreciation.

Winning mind is a tedious process. Controlling mind’s fickleness and making it restrained is another difficult task. Though once conquered mind can be conditioned to healthy state and can travel towards the journey of God and Self-Transcendence. Controlling mind’s restlessness three factors which work together are one-pointedness of mind, moderation and regulation in lifestyle and third is balance and harmony in perspective. One-pointedness of mind requires mind to restrained and controlled. Moderation and regulation in lifestyle implies actions must be in measured way and balance and harmony in perspective having a positive and constructive outlook towards actions. These three together make up a healthy mental state. For achieving these three one need to practice for the same and detaching from the action done. In worldly affairs, one needs concentration and focus. It is not that the qualities needed for worldly success are different from those needed for spiritual progress. Spirituality means nothing but purification of worldly life and concentration or focus is the key to success. Success is hard to come without one-pointedness, focus of mind and strong strengths. The mind should, in fact, go on getting stronger and soul should become stronger as one gets older. In reality it happens exactly opposite. So, attaining one-pointedness of mind is very important to achieve all round success. May it be worldly and spiritual. For that one need to fix the mind in the self and withdrawal from ill thoughts. We may put a stop to worldly activities but the inner wheel or processor continues to revolve all around the world. Just like not putting inputs through outer wheel but output of memories continues. One must be able to stop the inner processor. This processor needs power of self for enlightenment. When thought process starts to process through self-power it is priceless treasure. Saints have shown what a man can achieve even while remaining caged within the body.
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INTRODUCTION
Human has a tendency to complain. No person can be found who has not screamed, fought, terrified or hurt sometime to someone or by someone. Such type of processing of mind and emotion brings to a mental state which is not considered as healthy mental state. This type of unstable mental state may be for short time or it may be prolonged for longtime and years. To erase such emotions permanently is a process and not feeding mind with new such emotions is a practice. Sage Patanjali said yoga is witnessing the modification of mind. That is mindful practice. Mindfulness is not concentration it can be said as meditation. Meditation is also a practice. That means mind is something which need to be stopped its inner processing to enter in the world of Yoga. It is necessary to practice withdrawal and regulation of processing of thoughts to make mind in peace. And this will be ultimately upliftment of mental health. That implies one need to distract mind from such useless thoughts and emotions towards thoughts which will be beneficial to mental balance and happiness.
MIND
The mind should, in fact, go on getting stronger and soul should become stronger as one gets older. In reality it happens exactly opposite. So, attaining one-pointedness of mind is very important to achieve all round success. May it be worldly and spiritual. For that one need to fix the mind in the self and withdrawal from ill thoughts. We may put a stop to worldly activities but the inner wheel or processor continues to revolve all around the world. Just like not putting inputs through outer wheel but output of memories continues. One must be able to stop the inner processor. This processor needs power of self for enlightenment. When thought process starts to process through self-power it is priceless treasure. Saints have shown what a man can achieve even while remaining caged within the body. This is a matter of experience which saints have taken and explained in scriptures written by them. Combination of Karma, Gyan and Bhakti Yoga explains attaining one-pointedness of mind. Many mental health professionals acknowledge that there are layers of consciousness to the mind and are interested in accessing the deeper workings of the mind. Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung, for example, focused heavily on the unconscious mind and the ways in which it influences the conscious ego. Restraint of thoughts will definitely be affecting mind. All spiritual masters or Gurus were philosophers, poets, writers and saints so with conservative way of verses they played with mind and thoughts for elevation of one’s mental health. 1

YOGA (KARMA, GYAN AND BHAKTI YOGA)
Owing to these differences a seeker with a rational bent of mind practices Gyan Yoga (Yoga of knowledge) the one of an emotional nature practices Bhakti Yoga (Yoga of devotion); and a man of action takes to Karma Yoga (Yoga of action). One following the path of knowledge attaches primary importance only to knowledge and considers devotion and action as subsidiary. To the one following the path of action, action alone is of supreme importance and knowledge and devotion are subsidiary. The devotee places devotion above knowledge and action. Explicitly this means that in Gyan Yoga, knowledge is commander-in-chief and action and devotion are soldiers. Similarly in Karma Yoga, the commander-in-chief is action and the soldiers are knowledge and devotion; while in Bhakti Yoga, devotion is the chief and knowledge and action are the soldiers. 2

At the Gyan Yoga, faith in karma ends and the faith in knowledge is deepened and developed. Only after attainment of this state, i.e., the removal of physical and mental impurities, and distraction and false coverings of illusion which hide the real knowledge. 3

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MIND AND BHAKTI YOGA
Karma is expressed by the hands and feet, Gyan by the brain and Bhakti by the heart. The highest goal of human life is attainment of God is possible through Bhakti only. It is said in the bhakti sutra bhakti yoga is absolutely indispensible for knowing God. Concerning this also the Bhagwat has said in this manner men of cheerful minds and without ecstasy.

AIMS OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY
It is difficult to find a man who has not sinned or committed evil deeds. But even such a sinful or depraved man is eventually purified by devotion in the heart and reconciled to God. Therefore, a sinful man can be saved by devotion. Bhakti has the power to save even a sinful misbehaving and depraved person. Bhakti is required in another way. When the practice of Bhakti Yoga is successful it’s Joy is not self-contained. A wise devotee experience is non dual experience only passively. He feels the world without experiencing it in a state of trance. The joy that is from Bhakti generates in the devotee such genericity that the whole world can share it. Dharma, Arth, Kam, Moksha are four purusharth. Bhakti is the fifth purusharth before moksha that is salvation. It is a pathway towards liberation. The important thing is that in Bhakti yoga all actions are offered to God. It is an important sign of Bhakti yoga. It helps the seeker to alleviate the sufferings of the world. He is not saddened by failure and does not boast of success. Bhakti yoga is required for another reason Bhakti even great people fall prey to the arrogance of knowledge. Bhakti works to destroy the ego of knowledge because without devotion knowledge is always useless. Bhakti is required for everyone from Gyan Yogi to Bhakti Yogi from Karma yogi to Rajya Yogi because the one whose heart has devotional love God holds his hand and head with ecstasy.
METHOD USED TO CONDUCT THE PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY

Our minds are normally so agitated with different kinds of thoughts but when we chant Lord’s name incessantly all our thoughts concentrate on one subject God and his attributes! We find great peace and love. The quality of our thoughts improves due to constant awareness of God. God is one by knowing whom everything is known.

Gnaneshwari is commentary on Geeta by Sant Gnaneshwar for people to understand it easily. Gnaneshwari Maharaj made it so easy with beautiful words to understand the saying of Geeta. So, it is Gnaneshwari Geeta. Gnaneshwari Maharaj says about anger and desires a little poison can spread in the whole body and destroy life. A little desire of the objects of senses in the mind is also ruinous, because it unsettles discrimination (Viveka). Even an ascetic will have the feeling of affection, if he remembers objects of senses in his mind. The essential characteristic of intelligence purity, then, is that the mind is directed toward the true form (of Self), and intelligence serves no other purpose.

In chapter 6 (Atmasyanam yog) of Gnaneshwari Maharaj is explaining in verses 421 to 426 everyone knows it is difficult to turn mind and thoughts to the direction of learning. Turning mind and bringing it out of comfort is necessary. Manonigrah restraint or withdrawal has to be started. Bhakti Yoga has the power to transform one’s thought process. Thoughts and mind are so restless they move in all direction. Practicing Bhakti Yoga will be tool to control on mind. Once a man understands the sweetness of Bhakti or devotion will be thirsty for it again and again. Mind moves in hundred directions when needed to be focused on one thing. Gnaneshwari Maharaj is explaining mind and thoughts when diffuses all one need to fight against self to gather it at one place. Which is difficult but not impossible. It needs practice of Bhakti, the taste of happiness only once. Human is so greedy to get things again and again. So manonigrah restraint of flickering mind and ill or disturbing thoughts will be a habit to acquire supreme happiness.

Always think of Me, be devoted to Me, worship Me, and offer obeisance to Me. Having dedicated your mind and body to Me, you will certainly come to Me.

Lord Shri Krishna explained the meaning of Bhakti in one verse. Gnaneshwari Maharaj interposes the thought to integrate mind with verses

Make your mind at one place that is me the supreme. Hold love in hymn. And you will find ego burns completely and resolves the confusions. This is real wealth which can be achieved and this formula is received by only supreme. This is
a secret once mind is harnessed and conquered one will be happy. It is hard to win mind but once it is in the court of Bhakti God is not far away.

Mind’s fickleness is always there but measuring the amount of this restlessness is difficult. Talking about how fickle the mind of man is Gnaneshwar Maharaj says how and how much is the mind if we try to find it. We cannot find it. All these trilogies are not enough to satisfy once mind. So, how can it be that the gust of wind storms as soon as he says stop.

Gnaneshwar Maharaj explains in chapter twelve that when one gives Bhakti and goes towards God his mind becomes peaceful. Like the Sun sets and its light also fades. This is victory over ego. Gnaneshwar Maharaj writes about parts of mind here. Once mind and intellect are in control and conquered ego automatically goes downwards and consciousness gets lifted. This whole formula of upliftment brings mental peace. Acquiring mental peace is not that easy in reality.

Gnaneshwar Maharaj mentors an easy way rather to conquer mind and intellect. He explains way towards devotion. It is not possible for an ordinary person to give such a lust less mind to God. If the mind is given to the Lord as devotion can be done by hand because the longer the aspirant’s mind, he sees God’s happiness the more his mind will become indifferent to the subject. Therefore every aspirant should give his heart to Bhakti even for a moment. The moon becomes less and less visible in the summer so the mind engrossed in pleasures gradually settles in the abode of God and Bhakti.

This is Abhyasyoga.
Though abhyasyoga is also a difficult task. So, another easy way has been explained by God that is devotee should follow the customs of his clan, do the deeds prescribed by the shastras. Even if he does not restrain the senses, does not abstain from the enjoyment of things, does not give up the pride of his caste, but while doing these Gneshwar Maharaj suggests that one should never say that I am doing. Whatever Karma is done by mind and body because only the universe runs on the power of Lord. We do not know whether to do or not to do anything should continue to do deeds regardless of success or failures. The meaning is to keep moving forward towards the path of liberation.

It is difficult to accept and convince self about surrender doing to the supreme. So, in Bhagwat Geeta Lord Shri Krishna says to surrender results to the supreme. That indicates that once fruits of karma are given to the supreme it will not come again in the way journey towards consciousness. While doing such karma yoga one can find a way towards Bhakti with the tool of Gyan. Working with the mind with intellect will resolve ego and directs towards consciousness.

**MAJOR FINDINGS OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY**

When mind and intellect combine with the addition of Bhakti and devotion, they can be conquered otherwise conflicts will stay as it is. Pair of mind and intellect only complement each other in the presence of love and bhakti. Once this is established courtship of God human is inseparable. Duality ends. Precisely, mind and intellect which are attached to body once gets busy in the supreme the formula of mental health succeeds. Intentionally pushing mind and intellect towards Bhakti lead to ubiquitous feel of God.

Though it is not at all easy to combine mind and intellect with love towards supreme. Gnaneshwar Maharaj emphasising on the easy way through Bhakti. Instead of attachment towards motivation to do karma and surrendering it to God one should attach mind with supreme.

**DISCUSSION/INTERPRETATIONS OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY**

As it is mentioned above Lord Shri Krishna says always think of Me, be devoted to Me, worship Me, and offer obeisance to Me. Having dedicated your mind and body to Me, you will certainly come to Me in (Bhagavad Gita 9: 34).

Lord Shri Krishna says fix thy mind on Me, by devoted to Me, sacrifice to Me, bow down to Me. Thou shalt come even to Me; truly do I promise unto thee, (for) thou are dear to Me.

The journey of come to me to dear to me. Lord Krishna asks aspirant to travel from chapter 9 to chapter 18 to devote mind completely to him and to be certainly of God. It is summary of Bhakti with Bhagwat Geeta.
In Gnaneshwari about the same verse Gnaneshwar Maharaj commented and made easy to understand and follow. He explains like give out all your external and overflowing karmas to me. Make my permanent stay in your mind. Do needful to the people. Have the company of saints. Whatever activities are done surrender it to me. This surrendering is a penance. Be a devotee and give services to all. By doing such and surrendering to me will keep only me in you. And we two will remain in your mind. This can be a process of acquiring a peaceful mind for everyone. This is Bhakti yoga.

Swami Kripalvanand ji also mentions such peace with Bhakti yoga in one of his Bhajans (Beyond the mind)⁷. Restraint is a treasure which no one can steal from you. This controlling of mind will help to cross the river of all the desires. Restlessness and flickering mind are enemies to be conquered. Swami ji explains the process as wear the Karma, take sword of Gyan and spear of Bhakti. Keep supreme G

CONCLUSION OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY

As Gnaneshwari Geeta written after a long gap after Bhagwad Geeta. So, can be said to be a contemporary scripture. It is in more detail and expanded version which gives more clarity about required thought process. Satisfactory to the mind. A different perspective can be achieved.

For example, bumble bee can’t find a way out of the wood of lotus, so the wood bursts out. But it knows the difference between wood and lotus. It knows that the night will end, the morning will come and the petals will bloom and will be free. There is no reason to worry or think about something that is going to happen automatically. Sometimes we have to work hard and sometimes we have to be patient. Knowing when to do between action and patience is knowledge. Gnaneshwari emphasizes on patience, Vivek on wisdom. It is improper to pierce a lotus from which the nectar has been eaten. Staying in the tender company of a lotus, leaving in the morning, is more symbiotic. A bumble bee does not cling to a lotus when the petals bloom, as an ant clings to jaggery. Gratitude that does not pour in and detachment that goes away, both exist in man, for which only introspection is required. Why introspect? While saying this, Gnaneshwar Mauli says that one should introspect to identify the innate inclination of every human being. For that, one should sit quietly in one place with eyes closed and without doing anything.

Starting from the firmness of the posture, the good yoga practice has mentioned if the senses are restrained. To do nothing is to focus on one's own mind i.e. feelings and intellect i.e. thoughts without being attracted to external things. Nature is such a powerful force that, given enough time, connects us to the cosmic force. Lotus means wisdom, bee means mind, petals mean eyes, night means ignorance, morning means salvation.

One's reactions to the situations points towards the nature of a human. Bhagwad Geeta explains to do meditation and focus. Gnaneshwari Geeta shows the way to do it. It elaborates how can one be ignorant about outer world and move inwards.

Geeta nurtures intellect to learn Bhakti Yoga and at same time Gnaneshwari nurtures mind to Bhakti Yoga. Hence both helps in controlling mind and intellect. Gnaneshwari inculcates patience and teaches Bhakti. Gnaneshwar Maharaj says that the delusional attitude means that the mind should be detached with a little experience rather than thinking about
it with complete avoidance. Imagination degrades man more than action. When we read the Gita, we feel good, ego is happy. After reading Gnaneshwari, we realize that we know nothing. One can read the words but one has to meditate to understand the meaning, this awakening comes from reading Gnaneshwari. If Gita is a scripture, Gnaneshwari tells how to use it. Gita teaches to think positively. Gnaneshwari teaches to be humble. "What to do" says the Gita. "How to do it" is known by reading Gnaneshwari.

Pasaydaan (Gnaneshwari 18: 1793-1801) is a universal prayer by Gnaneshwar Maharaj which is also for strengthening mind. It has 9 verses in which Gnaneshwar Maharaj is asking blessings from God for the universe. Where in 6th verse he is asking that all the humans like moon who reacts differently in every situation of life. May their all the blemishes desires, jealousy, lust, anger, greed, attachment, ego vanish and they become the sharp, shining and helpful like Sun which is available for all. Once we all are free from confusions and conflicts will become saints. May this world get filled with such saints who are friend for self and others. One can cherish such happy friendship with healthy and balanced mental health. For such happy mental health one need healthy nurturing of mind for processing of thoughts. Physical body may travel long distances with intellect but mind should remain at one place with intellect to achieve consciousness and for leaving ego. Mind is a treasure so keeping it at positivity and energy is what scripture is explaining in most of the verses. This Gnaneshwari is journey from Karma, Gyan and Bhakti to acquiring consciousness. Where Bhakti plays role of many dimensions. So, sailing in such dimensions will be reason for upliftment of mental health and peace. Such transition improves intellectual, emotional and spiritual quotient. When mind persuades itself with mindfulness then mind also listens to self that is mind. This is what a learning process. Which Gnaneshwar Maharaj is pouring into our mind by his words, verses and vision.
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